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Bimbo died in Milan on Tuesday 22 October, following the traumas reported in the fall at school.
The teacher does not give herself peace: "I am desperate".
"I am desperate and every time I enter that school I will think of himSays one of the two teachers
of the child's class who died a few days ago. On October 18, the six-year-old boy crashed while he
was in school, the Milanese Pirelli. From the day the teacher never returned to the classroom and
would have taken a few days of leave to overcome what happened that morning.
"The teacher has already been heard, but as a person informed about the facts – said the
woman's lawyer – to date we have not received notification of his registration in the register of
suspects. A tragedy to witness such a scene when the child smiled up in class two minutes
before".
On the hypotheses of prosecution of the Milan prosecutor, at the moment culpable homicide
against unknown persons, the lawyer explains to Ansa that his assisted, support teacher cannot
be held responsible for what happened.

Fioramonti's thought
Minister of Education Fioramonti, this morning in Milan for Expo Training, asked for a minute of
silence. "I came to Milan on tiptoe, sending a message from father to family, which I imagine is
torn by a tragedy from which one cannot leave"Said the minister, recalling that the tragedy could
perhaps have been avoided with more funding, more staff and more suitable structures.
Also this morning the minister met privately with the head teacher of the Pirelli institute "to bring
the proximity of the ministry to her and to her community".
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